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A B S T R A C T 

The Title’s content is overwhelmingly interesting to Science-educated people that the photography /images of Mar’s hills/mountains/ rocks/ dry-water-beds/ stony-

carvings/human-looking Aliens / truncated geometrically positioned objects are subject to favorable and disputed interpretational behaviors on the Earth, let alone 

the cause-and-effect theories of Planetary Geology/ Geography/ Meteorology. 

Of late, there are increasing number of Martian videos mailed to Earth by NASA’s Mar’s Rover treasury branch. These large-scale circulated YouTube brand-

certified videos keep inviting routine observer’s research/comments/opinions in scientific reasoning/socially interpretative objective self-appraisals followed by 

sociological-studio-studies.  Multiple geological and Martian religious evidences have emerged, collectively called Hindu-Sanathan (Hinduism) favorites supported 

by their Hindu-Sansthan ingredients.  

This paper takes recourse to French sociologist Durkheim ‘s sociological method to rationally present a selective piece of religious evidence such as Lord Ganesha 

sculpted-in-stone on terrain of Mars prominently visible as per one of the direct Videos from the Detective NASA Mars Rover. Great relief today from NASA’s 

exploratory understandings in Martian Semiosis & Sociography’s theologically-religious-showcases posted to Earth by Mars Rover Collectors. Durkheim had 

stated his conception that treated social facts as things calling it a social reality sui generis in that the sociologists should study phenomena attributed to society at 

large, rather than being limited to the study of specific actions of individuals) .The question arises whether to lodge or not, India’s claim to entire planet of Mars 

based on this videoed-Hindu-religious evidences of presence of Hinduism’s first-worship-eligibility deserved Prime-God Ganesh or simply put, Hindu Deity Lord 

Ganesha, among the rocks on the Red Planet. 
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1. EVERY RESEARCH HAS THE BEGINNING OF UNIQUE INDEX  
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2. INTRODUCTION 

Space Science is not only a thing of beauty and joy but also is a mystery of secrets and threats as confirmed by the human mind. 21st Century happens to 

be the Century for mankind’s deep Space ventures to know the bottom of scientific truths of existence of other Worlds of Aliens on faraway bases in 

solar system of dark heat and human-invisible splendors. 

 

fig. Apollo 11 astronaut Buzz Aldrin stands on the lunar surface during the first moon landing in 1969. (Image credit: NASA)<source:Lunar timeline: 

humanity's explorations of the moon | Space; https://www.space.com/12841-moon-exploration-lunar-mission-timeline.html> 

 

Image:<https://www.discovermagazine.com/the-sciences/here-are-4-reasons-why-we-are-still-going-

tothemoon><source:https://www.discovermagazine.com/the-sciences/here-are-4-reasons-why-we-are-still-going-to-the-moon><https://youtu.be/bmC-

FwibsZg?t=147> 

https://www.space.com/12841-moon-exploration-lunar-mission-timeline.html
https://www.discovermagazine.com/the-sciences/here-are-4-reasons-why-we-are-still-going-tothe
https://www.discovermagazine.com/the-sciences/here-are-4-reasons-why-we-are-still-going-tothe
https://www.discovermagazine.com/the-sciences/here-are-4-reasons-why-we-are-still-going-to-the-moon
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As known way back from 1969, the NASA (National Aeronautics & Space Administration) of America, organized the extensive space-oriented probes 

of Apollo 10 to Apollo 17 series to become the leading light to mankind with achievement of Moon landing spacecrafts and astronauts from among 

Americans landing on the Moon. Not limited to the Moon explorations, Mars explorations too are going on high pitched-efforts with intense will-power 

to trace signs of life or aliens on the Mars. One day will come in the near future not far away with possibilities of livable environments created by mankind 

on both the Moon and Mars for human existence, perhaps in involvements with the supposed aliens on other Planets.  

 

Source: Discover Magazine<https://www.discovermagazine.com/the-sciences/here-are-4-reasons-why-we-are-still-going-to-the-moon> 

With the current spate of You-Tube Videos related to exploration of Mars, released by NASA frequently in short intervals, one of the Videos has become 

the star attraction of the subject matter of research for this Paper in spirit of Hinduism’s First Worship Prime-Lord-God Ganesha’s presence as stone-

carved Statue on the Red Planet Mars detected by NASA Mars Rover. In a way, it all sums up as the genuine religious sociography available on Mars 

amidst scientific doubler-bubblers. 

 

Fig. <YouTube<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DYTeQ7hRKIU> 

https://www.discovermagazine.com/the-sciences/here-are-4-reasons-why-we-are-still-going-to-the-moon
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3. RESEARCH METHOD OF VIDEO-BASED PLANETARY EVIDENCES 

With the new technological improvements, video-based observation research is becoming a promising method in primary planetary research. Video 

recordings are utilizable as information and data collection tool because of fool-proof quality directly made available and less cost-issues for the utilizer. 

Moreover, it has many benefits as opposed to traditional observations, and recent studies using video recording methods have introduced new research 

areas and approaches.  

Video-based observation research is increasingly gaining traction in primary planetary research due to recent technological enhancements and 

advancements. Video recordings serve as a valuable tool for gathering information and data, offering high-quality footage that is readily accessible and 

cost-effective for researchers. In comparison to traditional observation methods, video-based research presents numerous advantages, leading to the 

exploration of new research areas and innovative approaches in recent studies. 

The utilization of video recordings in observational research has revolutionized the way data is collected and analyzed in primary planetary studies. The 

ease of access to high-quality footage and the reduced cost implications make video-based observation a preferred method for researchers. As a result, 

the integration of video recording techniques has opened up new possibilities for scientific exploration and has paved the way for novel research avenues 

in the field of planetary studies.  

4. VIDEOED EVIDENCES AS DOCTRINE OF MARTIAN SOCIAL FACTS  

 

Mars Rover's Panoramic Cam Capture Latest 360° Unexpected Weird 4K Video Footage of Mars Life – YouTube 

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMrIFKD1b8M> 

 

Mars Rover's Panoramic Cam Capture Latest 360° Unexpected Weird 4K Video Footage of Mars Life - YouTube 

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMrIFKD1b8M> 
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Mars Rover's Panoramic Cam Capture Latest 360° Unexpected Weird 4K Video Footage of Mars Life - YouTube 

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMrIFKD1b8M> 

 

NASA Mars Perseverance Rover Detected Shocking Evidence of Life on Mars | Mars Live Images - YouTube 

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dEMvFMAEWoY> 

 

Mars Perseverance Rover Capture Strang Shocking View of Martian Shivling ! Latest Images from Mars| - YouTube 

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ksJb-rFQMKQ> 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dEMvFMAEWoY
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5. VIRTUAL SAMPLE OF RESEARCH-BOUND QUESTIONS AS ASSIGNMENTS FROM MARS FOOTAGE  

Sl. 

No. 

Research Question  Sl 

No.  

Research Question  

1 Please look Closely  10 Who cut this Rock at the Right angle?  

2 What is it? Golden Rock?  11 How come Gold Lines on Mars?  

3 Strange? Any Idea? Mysterious?  12 Ancient Boat on Mars?  

4  Any sign of Life on Mars?    13 It looks like something hanging on to the cliff?  

5 Anything Strange?  14 . Is this the Martian Rat on Red Mars looking like a Lemming from Asia or 

Europe?  

6 Any Explanation? Mars Golden 

Surface?  

15 What NASA does not want you to know? 

7 What is it? Strange?  16 A long series of uniform looking holes or perforations in chain on surface Mars? 

8 Rectangular slab? How come on 

Mars?  

17 Seven uniform looking holes / perforations resembling the number 7 on surface 

of Mars?  

9 What do you think?  What are your 

thoughts?  

18 . Side-surface of a square-faced slab-stone inscribed with the number 8 or 

seemingly symbol of infinity vertically shaped?  

6. DURKHEIM FOR SOCIAL FACTS AS THINGS OF HINDUISM  

Collins internet-linked dictionary of Sociology defined and explained over 3000 entries on all aspects of Sociology compiled by a team of experienced 

university teaching staff from among Lecturers, Readers, Professors and Research Scholars in the related disciplines of anthropology, psychology, 

economics and political science. Classical Sociologists and contemporary theorists & actioners in Sociology such as Emile Durkheim (see the figure 

below) appear in biographical entries featured with the importance of their works which turn out to be key student topics to explore Sociology irrespective 

of its past, present and future. Durkheim is considered to be, along with Marx & Weber, one of the troikas of major sociologists who did most to establish 

the shape of the modern subject. Durkheim was a French sociologist who rose to prominence in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Émile Durkheim (1858—1917) Durkheim, Emile | Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy<https://iep.utm.edu/emile-durkheim/> 

Of these three figures, Durkheim above all was quintessentially the sociologist, with his assertions that ‘society sui generis’ is the subject matter of 

sociology, and that ‘social facts must always be explained by other social facts’. In a series of seminal works, Durkheim established many themes and 

contributed many concepts which continue to be important in modern sociology. Working within the tradition of positivism, Durkheim’s best-known 

dictum is to ‘treat social facts as things. By this he meant that social phenomena exist as an objective realm, are external to individuals, operate by their 

constraining or ‘coercive’ influence on individuals, and are general and collective. 
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In The Rules of Sociological Method (1895), Durkheim laid out his overall approach to sociological explanation, including his doctrine of social facts as 

things. For modern industrial societies, where the evolution of this social type has not yet run its full course, Durkheim recognized that one must also 

seek to establish with some care that the generality of a phenomenon is actually bound up with the general conditions of collective life as well as one 

must also always independently establish its cause. In other words, social facts as things are brought forward as a distinct category of facts with distinctive 

characteristics consisting of ways of acting, thinking and feeling, external to the individual and endowed with a power of coercion by means of which 

they control him Durkheim formulated his sociology as resting ‘wholly on the basic principle that social facts must be studied as things. Durkheim’s aim, 

however, was not to deny all possibility of individual construction of aspects of social reality so as to maintain that social facts were in large measure 

external to particular individuals and the same could be studied relatively objectively. 

Thus, the Durkheim Proposal to treat social facts as things and/or Durkheim’s conception of a social reality sui generis is of use in avoiding outright 

subjectivism and individualism in social analysis rendering the Martian fact-city of social phenomena of Hinduism in facticity on the red Planet Mars.  

 7. CONCLUSION 

Many of us on the Earth sitting at home casually idle away precious research-time unaware of the said videoed questionnaire / invitations to comment in 

general. Whenever such videos are seen by some of us accidentally, the usual tendency is to show care-not mind-set in particular on oddity of scientific 

imbalances in Religion combined with Science Study in character.  

The question arises whether to lodge or not, India’s claim to entire planet of Mars based on this videoed-Hindu-religious evidences of presence of 

Hinduism’s first-worship-eligibility deserved Prime-God Ganesh or simply put, Hindu Deity Lord Ganesha, among the rocks on the Red Planet supported 

by the governments of the day in command of people’s mandate before some other foreign power’s claim-body gets precedence devoid of global credence 

quoting an indirect accounting-evidence or other kinds of non-religious inferior privy-purses.  
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